
IN THE TRIBUNAL OF THE PENSION FUNDS ADJUDICATOR 
 

CASE NO: PFA/NP/11/98/SM   
 
 
In the complaint between: 
 
 
C A T KUIPERS                   Complainant 
 
 
and  
 
 
MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES GRATUITY FUND                                First Respondent 
 
JOINT MUNICIPAL PENSION FUND                                         Second Respondent 
 
 
       
 
FINAL DETERMINATION IN TERMS OF SECTION 30M OF THE PENSION FUNDS 
ACT OF 1956 
 
 
 
1. This is a complaint, originally lodged on 17 April 1998 and submitted again in a 

reformulated version on 19 July 1999, arising out of the restructuring which took 

place in the municipal funds in Gauteng during the mid-1990’s.  The complainant  

alleges that he has been the victim of discrimination resulting from the payment, to 

a group of members who transferred out of the first respondent at a later date than 

he did, of a transfer value calculated on a more favourable basis than that which he 

received.   In general terms the complaint relates to the administration of a fund 

and essentially alleges that the trustees have improperly exercised their powers or 

maladministered the fund resulting in prejudice to the complainant. 

 

2. The complainant is C A T Kuipers,  who was employed by various municipalities 

during his working life, most recently as town treasurer of the Nylstroom Town 

Council, and was a contributing member of the second respondent, the defined 
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benefit Joint Municipal Pension Fund (“the JMPF”) from 1963 until 

February 1995 when he transferred voluntarily to the first respondent, the defined 

contribution Municipal Employees Gratuity Fund (“the MEGF”).  He then resigned 

from his employment in the same month, with effect from 28 February 1995, taking 

out his pension benefits in a lump sum.  The complainant lodged his complaint with 

the MEGF but the JMPF clearly has an interest in the complaint; the funds are in 

any event jointly administered by the JMPF and responses have been received 

apparently on behalf of both funds from Mrs A Roodman and Mrs H Joubert for the 

general manager. 

 

3. The complaint relates to decisions and events which took place in June 1995 and 

which the complainant alleges had the effect of visiting discrimination upon him; the 

lodging of the complaint in April 1998 therefore falls within the three year limit 

allowed in terms of section 30I of the Pension Funds Act.  

 

4. No hearing was held in this matter and in making this determination I have relied on 

the documentary evidence and submissions and on the investigation of the 

complaint by my senior investigator, Sue Myrdal, under my supervision. 

 

5. The facts are as follows:  persons who were members of the defined benefit JMPF 

on 31 December 1993 were granted an option until 31 March 1994 to transfer to 

the defined contribution MEGF.   A “blanket” section 14 approval was obtained from 

the Registrar in respect of this transfer:  this meant that the particulars as to the 

numbers of members transferring and the description and value of the assets were 

to be submitted at a later date when this information became available at which 

time the section 14 certificate would be granted should all the requirements under 

section 14 have been met.  The option date of 31 March 1994 was then extended 

three times at the request of members and  Councils (the employers).  Eventually a 

circular issued in December 1994 indicated that 30 June 1995 was to be the final 

date and that no further requests to extend the option date would be considered.  

Members were given the opportunity to review any previous decisions they had 
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made to transfer (as there had been recent benefit improvements in both funds), 

and to choose by this date to which fund they wished to belong.  During this period 

members were provided with newsletters and afforded several information 

meetings wherein the comparative benefits available in the respective funds were 

communicated.  According to the JMPF the reason for the extensions was that the 

management committee wanted to ensure that members were afforded every 

possible opportunity to make an informed choice between funds.  

 

6. The relevant rules governing this transfer were rules 24 (12) and  (13):  

 
(12) A person who was a member of the fund [the JMPF] immediately prior to 1 January 

1994, may elect in writing on or before 30 June 1995 to become a member of the Gratuity 

Fund: Provided that such membership shall be retrospective with effect from 1 January 1994. 
[my emphasis]   

   
Such an election shall be irrevocable after 30 June 1995 and the following shall apply: 

 
(a) The fund shall pay to the Gratuity Fund on a date determined by the committee, a 

transfer value ascertained by the actuary or derived from tables supplied by the 

actuary as at the date of termination of the member’s membership of the fund. 

 
  (13) ... 

 
(b) If a member fails to submit his options in terms of subsections (9) and (12) to the 

committee in writing on or before 31 March 1994 or 30 June 1995, as the case may 

be, such options will lapse and the member shall remain a member of the fund. 

 

7. The complainant exercised his election to transfer to the MEGF in February 1995 

and resigned immediately thereafter on 28 February 1995.  Since the rule provided 

that membership of the MEGF in terms of the election was to be retrospective to 1 

January 1994, the transfer values were calculated as at 31 December 1993 (the 

date of the last actuarial valuation) and were transferred together with contributions 

received and interest up to the date of transfer. The complainant’s actuarial value as 
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at 31 December 1993 was R657 759,00.  His own contributions up to the 

transfer date in the amount of R 7 437,56 were added, together with employer 

contributions in the amount of R9 916,69, as well as interest at 8%, making the total 

amount R737 217,60.  He withdrew this as a lump sum when he resigned on 28 

February 1995; together with 38 days late payment interest he received the total 

amount of R744 892,74. 

 

8. Subsequently, despite the fact that the previous option period had been 

circumscribed by a “final” date, the JMPF again amended its  rules and introduced a 

further period within which members could transfer.  It did this, according to the 

submission from Mrs Roodman, after further representations and requests were 

made by members and Councils.  The decision was taken in conjunction with the 

management committees of the MEGF and a third fund, the Municipal Employees 

Pension Fund, all of whom granted any member who was a member as at 1 July 

1995 to elect, before 30 June 1996, to  transfer from one fund to another, the 

election being irrevocable.   This was supposedly a completely new transfer and rule 

amendments were introduced in all three funds governing the calculation of a 

member’s transfer value and the effective date of membership; furthermore a fresh 

section 14 application was made and “blanket” approval again obtained, on the 

basis of the new rules. 

 

9. The rule amendments in each fund have exactly the same wording save for the 

relevant names of the transferor and transferee funds, the pro forma rule reading as 

follows:  

 
If such option is exercised, such person’s membership of the [transferor fund] shall terminate 

and he shall become a member of the [transferee fund] with effect from the first day of the 

calendar month during which such option is exercised.  

 
If such person exercise such option, the [transferor fund] shall pay to the [transferee fund], on 

a date not later than one month after such person has exercised his option, a transfer value 

which is ascertained by the actuary of the [transferor fund] or which is derived from the tables 
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supplied by such actuary and which is determined as at the date of termination of such 

person’s membership of the [transferor fund]. 

 

10. The transfer value of a member who exercised a new choice from 1 July 1995 was 

therefore calculated as at his/her individual transfer date, which was also the date of 

the termination of his/her membership of the old fund.   Transfer values in the 

defined benefit JMPF would therefore incorporate, in the calculation of the member’s 

actuarial reserve up to the date of transfer, the benefit improvements and growth 

that had taken place since 31 December 1993, as well as the increase in actuarial 

reserve value consequent on the additional period of pensionable service included in 

the calculation.  Members were thus not restricted to their actuarial reserve values 

as at 31 December 1993 merely increased with a refund of contributions and 

interest. (The complainant, as will be seen, estimates the additional value payable to 

a member with the same profile as him as at 30 June 1995 to be in the region of 30-

35% more than the calculation of transfer value as at 31 December 1993 increased 

with the refund of contributions plus interest.)   

 

11. There was a further complication.  It appears that during June 1995 the 

management committee of the MEGF decided to allow any of its members who had 

transferred from the JMPF to the MEGF in the earlier period to revoke their choices 

and to move back to the JMPF; however the members had to do this by 30 June 

1995.  A rule amendment by the MEGF to its rule 24 providing for this was 

registered on 20 October 1995, with effect from 7 June 1995: 

 
(10) Notwithstanding the provisions of sub-section (1) hereof, a person who has 

exercised an option in terms of sub-section (1) hereof may withdraw such option by 

giving written notice to that effect to the fund and the Pension Fund or the Retirement 

Fund before or on 30 June 1995.  In the event of such withdrawal: 

 
(a) such person will be reinstated as a member of the Pension Fund or the 

Retirement Fund with effect from 1 January 1994 and will cease to be a 

member of the fund with effect from 1 January 1994;  
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(b) the transfer value paid by the fund by the Pension Fund or the Retirement 

Fund, as the case may be, to the fund in respect of such election, will be 

refunded to the Pension Fund or the Retirement  Fund, as the case may be, 

within one month after such withdrawal, together with interest thereon, 

calculated from the date of such withdrawal to the date of repayment. 

 

12. A similar rule amendment was enacted by the JMPF, the effect being that of a 

reciprocal arrangement between the funds. 

 

13. Although not stated in any of the documentation before me, it is clear that this would 

give any members who revoked their choice in time the obvious advantage of then 

being members of the JMPF on the critical date of 1 July 1995, meaning that they 

could subsequently elect to transfer back again to the MEGF with their actuarial 

reserve values calculated on the new basis, as at the date of their ultimate transfer. 

It seems that quite a few members did this and resigned shortly afterwards, taking 

out a lump sum from the MEGF. 

  

14. However some members of the MEGF missed the boat and failed to revoke their 

original choice by 30 June 1995.  They later made representations to the fund, 

arguing that the time available had been too short and that notice of the 

dispensation had not reached all the members in time.   

 

15. The committee decided that, if revocation would have been to these members’ 

advantage had they elected to revoke on time, they would be deemed to have done 

so.  The effect of this would be that, as “deemed members” of the JMPF, they would 

have their transfer values recalculated by the actuary of the JMPF, as at 30 June 

1995.   

 

16. This decision was taken by the MEGF in terms of the MEGF committee’s discretion 

in terms of the rules to increase members’ benefits after consultation with the 
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actuary, for any reason which it deems equitable.  The relevant rule reads as 

follows: 

 
43. AMENDMENT OF RULES AND ADJUSTMENT OF BENEFITS 

 
(1) The rules of the fund may be amended, rescinded or added to by the Committee,  

subject to the provisions of section 12 of the Act and section 79ter(5) of the 

Ordinance. 

 
(2) The Committee may, at the request of the particular Local Authority and the member, 

increase the benefits to which a member is entitled in terms of the rules of the fund, 

provided that any increase in the obligations of the fund caused by such amendment, 

as calculated by the actuary, is paid to the fund. 

 
(3) The Committee may for any other reason which it after consultation with the actuary 

deems equitable, increase the benefits to which a member is entitled in terms of the 

rules of the fund, provided that any increase in the obligations of the fund caused by 

such increase, as calculated by the actuary, is paid to the fund. 

 

17. Although the MEGF did not itself directly increase benefits, its decision to regard  

the members as “deemed members” of the JMPF resulted in an increase of benefits 

for them, to be paid by the JMPF. This is an unconventional use of the discretion but 

I am prepared to accept that it was done in good faith in the interests of members.  

In view of the reciprocal arrangement with the JMPF, presumably a similar decision 

was taken by the JMPF. It appears that the resolution of this issue was only 

concluded approximately a year later and the affected members who had resigned 

in the interim (after 30 June 1995) were paid out an extra amount at this time, 

referred to by the complainant as a “second payment”.  Presumably any similarly 

affected members who had not resigned simply had the extra amount credited to 

their account in their new fund. 

 

18. The complainant only discovered in early 1998 that all this had happened, and 

registered a complaint immediately with the MEGF, although it is clear that his 
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unhappiness was in regard to both funds.  After much correspondence the 

complaint was lodged with this office.  

 

19. One may discern two causes of action in the complaint.  The first lies against the 

JMPF and essentially amounts to an allegation that he did not receive his 

reasonable and equitable transfer value, to which he is entitled in terms of section 

14.  The complainant alleges that the fund unfairly used two different methods of 

determining the transfer date and the concomitant transfer value in the two different 

transfer periods, and that he was discriminated against vis a vis the members who 

transferred on the more favourable basis during the so-called second period 

because he had exercised his option to transfer during the first period, on the 

understanding that the JMPF had finalised the changes to the benefits it was 

offering to members.  He maintains that the fund had made it very clear that 30 June 

1995 was the final date for exercising an option and that no further requests would 

be considered.  He is now aggrieved that members who failed to transfer by 30 June 

1995 were subsequently given another opportunity to do so after this date, on a 

basis that would afford them a transfer value calculated not as at 31 December 

1993, as was his value, but as at the date of their transfer.  He is obviously not able 

to quantify the difference exactly but based on his knowledge of what other 

members were paid out, he has estimated that the effect of this second method was 

that  

 
“a member of the fund with the same history of the complainant in terms of years of service 

and contribution amounts, but who resigned four months after the complainant, would be paid 

out an additional amount of approximately 30% to 35%. This amount if calculated at 30% 

[[from the date of his leaving the JMPF] plus interest at 10% [to 31 May 1999, the date when 

he submitted this calculation to the fund] amounts to R294 371,00.” 

 

 The complainant therefore essentially maintains that he did not receive a reasonable 

and equitable transfer value on departing the JMPF. 
 

20. The second cause of action lies against the MEGF.  The complainant refers to the 
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members who succeeded in their representations to have a special 

dispensation deeming them to have revoked their original choices in order to benefit 

from the new transfer value calculation basis, and he maintains that the failure to 

afford him the same dispensation amounts to discrimination.  On the basis of what 

he terms the precedent set with regard to the MEGF’s decision, he basically seeks a 

special dispensation for himself, namely that in order to remove the discrimination 

against him, he also be paid a “second payment”, to make up the value that he 

would have received had his transfer value been calculated as at the month end of 

the actual date of his transfer, that is 28 February 1995.       

 

21. With regard to the first cause of action, I am essentially called upon to determine the 

reasonableness of the JMPF’s decision to have two different bases for calculating 

transfer values.   

 

22. In retrospect it may be possible to see the whole two and a half year period of 

transfers as one continuous scheme for a transfer of business, at least between any 

two funds, in which one would expect consistency in conditions of transfer.  However 

according to the funds this is not how it happened at the time.  When the MEGF was 

established and the option to transfer to this fund was granted to members of the 

JMPF a short period of three months was allowed and it was apparently never 

envisaged that what was being set in motion was a mass transfer out of the JMPF 

which took on a momentum of its own and led to members and employers 

repeatedly requesting further opportunities to transfer.  It was not a thoroughly 

planned exercise and was clearly managed by the funds involved in a fairly ad hoc 

fashion and in a spirit of responsiveness to members and employers, the 

amendments to the rules being made to deal with changing circumstances.     

 

23. Mrs Hettie Joubert has explained to my investigator the reason for adopting the two 

different bases for calculating transfer values.  When the option to transfer was first 

granted, the option period was three months: from 1 January 1994 to 31 March 

1994.  It was not envisaged at that stage that further extensions would be granted 
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and it was deemed reasonable and practical to make 31 December 1993 the 

effective date of transfer of membership and date of calculation of transfer value for 

all members.  When the option date was first extended this arrangement was kept in 

place for the sake of consistency, there being no objection thereto.  However, when 

the option date was extended into the next financial year it became clear that there 

were substantial practical and administrative difficulties for the fund in making the 

calculations, since a member who transferred in the new financial year would have  

to have his value calculated on amounts which had been finalised in the previous 

financial statements and which now were to be taken out, thereby invalidating the 

financial statements for that year.  When the three funds agreed to a second transfer 

arrangement with an option period from 1 July 1995 to 30 June 1996 it was foreseen 

that this would happen again and it was therefore resolved to calculate transfer 

values as at the date of transfer, or at least as at the first day of the month in which 

the option was exercised.  In fact it was for this reason that the next period of 

transfers was regarded as a separate transfer in changed circumstances, and a new 

section 14 application was lodged in respect of this transfer based on the new rule 

amendments.   

 

24. I find this an acceptable explanation for the JMPF having adopted a different 

approach at a later point in time.  In my view the changing of the basis of calculation 

is reasonable given the changed circumstances.   

 

25. Although not obliged to do so, the fund attempted to do something to assist those of 

its former members who had experienced some disadvantage through having 

moved in the earlier period and having been restricted to their 31 December 1993 

actuarial reserve values (plus a refund of contributions and interest).  It therefore in 

conjunction with the other funds structured reciprocal arrangements through 

amendments which would allow members the opportunity to move back to their 

previous fund before the new transfer period began, with the effect that some 

members could improve their position by being members of the defined benefit  fund 

as at the date of the new transfer period.   They could then take advantage of  
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an increased actuarial reserve value when transferring back, if they so desired, to 

one of the defined contribution funds.  

 

26. The JMPF was not obliged however to take into account members who had already 

resigned from the MEGF by this time; they would have benefited if they had not 

resigned, but they had voluntarily removed themselves from consideration and were  

no longer active members of any fund.  The  complainant, on deciding to leave the 

JMPF, knew the basis on which his  transfer value would be calculated and he 

accepted this value,  calculated according to the rules, when he elected to transfer.  

The fact that the next transfer period, which occurred after he resigned his 

employment, took place on a different basis in changed circumstances is not 

grounds for invalidating the calculation of his transfer value in the first transfer 

period.  Even though the committees of the funds decided after the fact to benefit 

former members of the JMPF who were now members of the MEGF by passing the 

amendments in question, this does not mean that the complainant’s transfer value at 

the time was unreasonably determined.  The complainant therefore does not 

succeed in his first possible cause of action. 

 

27. The second cause of action, in many ways connected to the first, relates to the 

complainant’s allegation of discrimination against the MEGF.  He alleges that the 

MEGF’s decision, to allow members who missed the date prescribed for voluntarily 

reverting to the JMPF to be deemed to have done so if doing so would have been to 

their advantage, discriminates unfairly against him as a former member who had 

already resigned.  

 

28. One could formulate the question for determination thus:  is it unfairly discriminatory 

for the MEGF to exclude former members of the JMPF who had resigned their 

employment and exited from the MEGF before the option period from 1 July 1995 to 

30 June 1996 from the benefit of the discretionary dispensation allowing an effective 

recalculation of their transfer values, when former members of the JMPF who were 
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current members of the MEGF and had not resigned were allowed this benefit?   

 

29. In resigning and exiting the MEGF, the complainant lost  his status as a member of 

any fund, “member” being defined in the Act specifically to exclude any member or 

former member who has received all the benefits which may be due to him from the 

fund and whose membership has thereafter been terminated in accordance with the 

rules of the fund.  He is now a former member of the MEGF, but inasmuch as the 

rules of the MEGF do not provide for benefits for former members he has no claim 

against any fund; section 13 of the Act limits the claims of members and former 

members to entitlements in terms of the rules:   

   
Subject to the provisions of this Act, the rules of a registered fund shall be binding on the fund 

and the members, shareholders and officers thereof, and on any person who claims under 

the rules or whose claim is derived from a person so claiming. 

 

30. If the complainant  had still been a member of the MEGF he could have benefited 

from the rule amendment which allowed members to revert to the JMPF or from the 

exercise of a discretion which allowed members who missed the date to be deemed 

to have reverted; but as a non-member he was not covered by either the rule or the 

discretionary decision. 

 

31. In my view, the fund, in making the rule amendment, was not obliged to consider 

covering former members of the MEGF, and its failure to do so cannot be held to be 

discriminatory. The complainant’s rights in terms of the pension fund to which he 

belonged at the date of his resignation, that is, the MEGF, vested when he resigned 

on 28 February 1995 and received his share of the fund in the form of a lump sum.  

The complainant accepted that benefit, which was properly calculated in terms of the 

rules of the MEGF at the time. The MEGF was entitled to consider when making its 

decisions regarding the new transfer period and rule amendments in June 1995 that 

its liabilities to the complainant and others in his situation were discharged, and it 

acted properly within its powers in attempting to improve the position of its existing 
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members to whom it had ongoing liabilities.  The administrative inconvenience 

that  would be entailed in attempting to trace and pay out members who had 

resigned is a further factor that the fund would be entitled to take into account in 

making its decision. 

 

32. If there had been a discretion in the rules of the MEGF to enhance benefits of former 

members one could have required of the MEGF that it exercise this discretion in 

good faith in a non-discriminatory fashion, and consider the complainant’s situation 

as well as that of the active members.  However there is no such discretion in its 

rules.  There is only a discretion to increase the benefits to which a member is 

entitled in terms of the rules of the fund, and it was this discretion which the MEGF 

exercised in favour of certain of its members after properly taking into consideration 

their arguments that they did not have enough time to act or did not know in time of 

the rule amendment allowing them to revoke their original choice and to revert to the 

JMPF.   

 

33.   As the fund has argued, the complainant himself decided on the most appropriate 

time for him to resign.  Nothing prevented him from remaining in the Council’s 

employ and a member of the MEGF, in which case he could have shared in the 

unexpected further windfall.  Neither of the funds is responsible for the fact that he 

did not time his exit perfectly so as to maximise his pension payout. As I stated in 

Barnard & Others v Langeberg Foods Pension Fund (PFA/WE/15/98/JM) 

 
“It is something of a long stretch to suggest that former members hold a legitimate 

expectation enabling them to restrain the fund from restructuring its benefit design (in 

accordance with the wishes of the active stakeholders) until their previously unanticipated 

claims, suddenly renewed, have been met, when the rules do not contemplate such a 

contingency.” 

 

34. Admittedly the complainant did not know that there would be a further option period 

when he decided to resign, nor did he know that it would be on the improved basis; if 
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he had known he may well not have resigned.  However the fund also did not 

know this at the time of the complainant’s resignation.  There is no evidence nor 

even any allegation that the fund knew and failed to disclose this information to the 

complainant.   

 

35. I find therefore that there has not been unfair discrimination against the complainant. 

 Accordingly the complaint is dismissed. 

 

 

DATED at CAPE TOWN on 19 JUNE 2001. 

 

 

...................................................... 

JOHN  MURPHY 

PENSION FUNDS ADJUDICATOR 
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